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SPECIES EPITHETS ENDING IN -COLA, A RETRACTION 
CONCERNING -COLUS, -COLUM 

Dan H. Nicolson' 

Summary 
Usage of-colus and -colum is to be changed to -cola under Art. 32.5 (incorrect Latin terminations), 

cross-referenced by Art. 73.1, and as exemplified by Rubus amnicola (originally 'amnicolus') in Ex. 
4 under Art. 23.5. This affects epithets based on colo or incolo ( dwell), whether with substantival 
sense (dweller in or on) or adjectival (dwelling in or on). 

In my paper (1986) on gender information in species epithets, it was necessary to discuss the 
difference between nouns, grammatically (gender, number and case) independent from the generic 
name, and adjectives, grammatically dependent on the generic name. The troublesome problem that 
undoubted nouns (in classical Latin) are sometimes treated as 3-ending adjectives (in botanical Latin) 
was finessed by saying that either way was possible in botanical Latin. Examples of classical nouns 
mentioned were Rubus amnicola (stream-dweller), Lepidium arbuscula (little tree). Examples of bo- 
tanical usage of classical nouns used as three-ending adjectives were Chenopodium hybridum (instead 
of hybrida) and Anthurium monticolum (instead of monticola). 

After publication, it was pointed out that my position on epithets ending in -cola (i.e., ending in 
-icola or -incola) was contrary to Stearn's position (1973: 403). This was a matter of some embar- 
rassment so I drafted a statement, evaluating some technicalities but reaching essentially the same 
conclusion, treating species epithets in -cola as three-ending adjectives (-colus, -a, -um) was not contrary 
to the Code, even if contrary to classical usage, hence not correctable to -cola. 

Steam said: "-cola (s[ubstantive]., f[eminine]., I[st Declension]); adj[ective]. [Group] A, f[eminine].): 
-dweller; exists only in I[st Declension]., comp[ounds]. such as agricola (countryman), monticola 
(mountaineer); used adjectivally in such comp[ounds]. as ruricola (dwelling in the country) but then 
treated as a noun in apposition the same for all genders even though the generic name is m[asculine]. 
or n[euter]. despite the use by some authors of -colus, -cola, -colum as adjectival endings; cf. incola." 

Technicality 1: Contrary to Steam, substantives (nouns) ending in -cola are not feminine. Latin 
dictionaries routinely give them as masculine (as agricola) or of common gender (as monticola). Even 
if there is no classical usage of agricola to refer to a woman, it would not be surprising if it has 
happened. Hence, I think these are better referred to as having common (or masculine) gender. In any 
case (masculine or feminine), they decline in First Declension. I believe Steam's entry should be 
modified to read: s[ubstantive]., m[asculine]. or c[ommon]., I[st Declension]. 

Technicality 2: Contrary to Steam, adjectives ending in -cola are not feminine but agree in gender 
with the generic name, although this is not evident from the inflection since they also (classically) 
decline in First Declension. Steam's example of an adjective, ruricola, appears in the dictionary as an 
adjective with genitive singular -ae for all genders ("ae, adj. gen. omn.") and with examples of 
masculine, feminine and neuter usage. As such, it would function, as Steam says, as if they were nouns 
in apposition, the same for all genders even though the genus is masculine or neuter. I believe Steam's 
entry could be modified to read: adj[ective], [Group] A, I[st Declension], all [genders], but I can see 
why he specified f[eminine], otherwise some might use Second Declension masculine (-us) or neuter 
(-um) for declining and only First Declension (-a) should be used under his position. 

Readers may not grasp the distinction, made classically and by Steam, between adjectival and 
substantival use of -cola. The distinction is more obvious in translation. Rubus amnicola, with the 
epithet as a substantive, means, "Rubus, the stream-dweller," but as an adjective, "stream-dwelling 
Rubus. " 

Initial Discussion 
The central question is whether the original epithets in names like Anthurium monticolum, A. 

silvicolum and A. truncicolum stand as published (3-ending adjectives) or are "correctable errors" 
under Art. 73.1. Under Stearn's rubric, usage of 3-endings is incorrect, even if adjectival. The question 
then is, whether such usage is "correctable" under the Code (as opposed to classical usage). The 
question is not whether epithets ending in -cola are always substantive. 
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At that point I invoked one of Steam's points. In his Introduction (1973: 6) Steam basically took 
the position that botanical Latin is different from classical (medieval or Renaissance) Latin. He 
characterizes botanical Latin as "a modern romance language of special technical application, derived 
from Renaissance Latin with much plundering of ancient Greek, which has evolved . . . ." He uses 
this point to accept non-classical things such as masculine acris (classical acer, although masculine 
acris was used by one author, Ennius). I (1982) previously used the same point concerning Gleditsia 
caspica (original) vs. G. caspia (classical), the latter accepted by Dr. Paclt. 

In applying Art. 73.1, I have been influenced by this point and, when pressed, advise against changing 
original spellings of names or epithets as "orthographic errors" just because they are contrary to 
classical Latin or grammar. In my opinion, this adds a subjective element (requiring highly technical 
and non-botanical expertise) into something otherwise consistently soluble by a simple procedure, 
retain original spelling. Thus, I interpret Art. 73.1 as saying that we should keep original spelling 
unless involving a typographic or orthographic error as specified or exemplified in the Code. 

Initial Conclusion 
Anthurium truncicolum etc. represents poor practice (by classical standards) but is not "correctable" 

under the Code to 'A. truncicola.' I believed this position was supported by Preamble 1, "this Code 
aims at the provision of a stable method of naming taxonomic groups .... Other considerations, such 
as absolute grammatical correctness . . . are relatively accessory." 

Subsequent Discussion 
The above initial discussion and conclusion was sent to members of the Orthography Committee, 

along with a copy of my paper, "Species epithets and gender information." This provoked valuable 
and much appreciated responses from Drs. E. G. Voss (MICH), P. Isoviita (H), L. A. S. Johnson 
(NSW), and Hj. Eichler (CANB). 

Voss (12 January 1987) stoutly maintained that -cola must not be treated as a 3-ending adjective. 
He invoked the implied corollary of Art. 23.5, that when the epithet is not adjectival in form, it does 
not necessarily agree with the generic name, any more than any other substantive. He also pointed 
out that Art. 73.1 deals with orthography but -cola involves grammar, as indicated by the cross- 
reference to Art. 32.5 [on terminations] under Art. 73.1. "With the aid of Steam, who clearly states 
that -cola means 'a dweller,' the botanist does not need 'highly technical and non-botanical expertise' 
to follow the normal practice of using nouns as nouns, not adjectives. Retaining 'original spelling,' as 

you suggest, requires investigation deep into the literature to document whether sloppy grammar was 
used. I see no more need for that here than for using -i or -ii in genitive epithets." He then pointed 
out that "in honor of the Great Lakes, a certain rose was dubbed Rosa lacorum. I maintain that should 
be corrected to Rosa lacuum, since lacus is a 4th Declension noun [does not decline in 2nd Declension]." 
This badly shook me and I began to wonder if this meant that Chenopodium hybridum and Amaranthus 

hybridus had to be corrected to hybrida because it, like -cola, involves a noun of common gender that 
declines in 1st Declension in classical Latin. 

Isoviita (15 January 1987), basically shared my viewpoints but wondered if I had overlooked the 
fact that Rubus amnicolus is the original spelling (cited as Rubus amnicola in my paper and in Ex. 4 
under Art. 23.5). He is quite correct, the citation is Rubus amnicola Blanchard (1906: 170, 'amnicolus'). 
To add to my embarrassment, he gently pointed out that he had mentioned this in the proceedings 
of the Orthography Committee (Doc. 15: 3-4), for which I was Convenor, suggesting this example 
would be better placed under Art. 32.5. 

Johnson (20 January 1987) opposed my initial conclusions regarding -cola, basically taking Voss's 
position. For him, Steam goes too far in asserting that botanical Latin is 'a modem Romance language.' 
"It is a technical 'sublanguage' but it does not have a well defined set of rules or norms of its own 

and, so far as I can see, the Code in recent times has indicated that the grammar of botanical Latin 
should be that of classical Latin except where specific exceptions are indicated. Otherwise what standard 
can one have?" He would like rules for the following: (1) standardization on -cola (no -colus, -colum), 
(2) standardization of -os, -os, -on (no masculine -us, feminine -a, or neuter -um unless used in the 

basionym), (3) standardization on -fer and -ger (not masculine -ferus and -gerus) and (4) standardization 
on -ris, -ris, -re (no masculine -er). 

Eichler (3 February 1987) basically supported my initial conclusion, indicating that he "would like 
to see the obligation to 'correct' orginal spellings reduced to a minimum." He also raised the problem 
of -fer, -ger (vs. -ferus, -gerus), advocating no alteration of original spelling. He mentioned Ranuculus 
graniticolus Melville (1955: 205 [note: graniticola in Index Kewensis]), saying that the author told 
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him that this adjectival form was deliberately used and stands under Art. 23.2 [arbitrary formation]. 
He also pointed out that R. W. Brown's important work (1956, p. 478) lists as adjectival Neolatin 
"-colus, -a, -um" as derived from substantive -cola in his discussion of Latin colo, cultus under his 
main entry, "life." 

Isoviita (11 February 1987) wrote a second letter in response to my letter indicating that he was 
right. He raised several questions with examples: (1) Mnium arbusculum C. Muell. hal. is the basionym 
of Plagiomnium arbusculum (C. Muell. hal.) Koponen and should it be altered to arbuscula, a feminine 
noun in classical Latin, not an adjective? (2) Should Synchytrium biophyton Mishra be altered to S. 

biophyti as argued by Deighton (1958: 269)? (3) What to do with epithets formed from the nouns 
collum (neck) and rostrum (beak) when treated as if three-ending adjectives (the usual form being 
two-ending adjectives in -is, -e)? Crundwell (1970: 134) argued for maintenance of -rostrus, -a, -um 
as an acceptable alternative to -rostris, -e, and alteration of -collus, -a, -um to -collis, -e, but Horton 
(1982: 378) opposed the latter alteration. 

Present Conclusion 
Concerning -cola (including -icola and -incola): I bow to the stricture to follow the Code, including 

its examples. I did not realize that Rubus amnicola was not the original spelling because it is not 
explicitly noted in the Code that Rubus amnicola represents a correction (I prefer to call it a stan- 
dardization) of original Rubus amnicolus. However, in fact, it is exactly that. Therefore I must retract 
my position that epithets in -colus or -colum can be maintained. Under the current Code such usage 
must be altered to -cola. 

Concerning Rubus amnicola and the Code: Art. 33 of the 1952 (Stockholm) Code, gave only three 
examples of adjectival specific epithets grammatically agreeing with the generic name, Helleborus 
niger, Brassica nigra, Verbascum nigrum. Art. 33 of the 1952 Code became Art. 23 in the 1956 (Paris) 
Code, now with Rubus amnicola and Peridermium balsameum Peck added. The latter example, as 
well as other mycological names, came from Conner's Prop. 147 (Taxon 3: 672. 1954), discussed in 
the Recueil Synoptique (Regnum Veg. 4: 53. 1954) as Art. 33 Prop. F, and was referred to the Editorial 
Committee ([Summary of Decisions] Taxon 3: 186. 1954 and [Proceedings] Taxon 4: 147. 1955). No 
mention of Rubus amnicola was found, indicating that it was probably added by the Editorial Com- 
mittee for the 1956 (Paris) Code. 

Rubus amnicola was the subject of proposal 286 by Morton (1959: 15) to add the current clarification, 
"the specific epithet being an invariable Latin substantive." No indication was given that the original 
was Rubus amnicolus. The name was mentioned by Salisbury (1976: 676), again with no indication 
of the original spelling. 

Concerning Rosa lacorum (original) vs. R. lacuum (advocated by Voss): I agree with Voss. Art. 32.5 
clearly demands correct Latin terminations and the correct genitive plural termination (inflection) for 
lacus must be taken from 4th Declension, not 2nd Declension. 

Concerning other items mentioned, I basically feel that the original should stand unless the Code, 
by rule or example, requires alteration. However, I have no objection to workers who feel obliged to 
make alterations to species or infraspecific epithets, even if not explicitly required by the Code. In 
general, we do not index by these epithets and little confusion is involved if one author maintains 
original spelling and another alters it. I do object to alteration of original spellings of generic names, 
because we index by them and altering the spelling, short of formal conservation under Art. 14.10, 
can result in loss of information. An alternative to this perhaps overly permissive view would be to 
introduce explicit standards in the Code for the other items mentioned (desired by Johnson, opposed 
by Eichler). 
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ADANSON'S GENERIC NAMES FOR SEED PLANTS: 
STATUS OF LISTED NOMINA REJICIENDA 

P. G. Parkinson' 

In earlier papers (Parkinson, 1987a-c) I discussed the status of Adanson's generic names as not 
validly published in his "Famillies des Plantes" (Adanson, 1763) and their validation through their 
adoption by later authors. The first paper discussed inter alia the Adansonian names for lower plants 
which had passed into common usage. The second paper discussed the names of seed plants which 
were either nomina conservanda, or which needed to be conserved to protect their established usage 
from the effect of priorable synonyms. The third paper dealt with the dates of validation of thirty- 
two Adansonian names which appeared to be in current use, but which had not been conserved and 
did not need to be. This paper deals with the Adansonian names which have been explicitly rejected 
so as to protect other names from their imaginary priority, assuming that they were validly published 
in 1763. 

Since many of these names were validated after 1763, many of them much later, it turns out that 
they are often validated after the names which have been conserved against them. These names can 
be dropped from the next list of nomina conservanda et rejicienda, although naturally their corre- 
sponding nomina conservanda will have to be retained. 

Fourteen Adansonian names are listed as nomina rejicienda of conserved names of non-vascular 
plants, and one hundred and twenty four names are rejected for vascular plants. All of these have 
been investigated. Of the total of a hundred and thirty-eight, only sixty-six have actually ever been 
adopted by later authors and validated by them. Of these sixty-six no less than thirty-one were validated 
by Otto Kuntze or by American botanists working under "uncanonical" codes at the end of last 
century. Most of the other thirty-five were validated before 1840, and hardly any were taken up in 
the half century between 1840 when Adanson's work fell into oblivion, and its resurrection by Kuntze 
in 1890. Of the total of sixty-three names of vascular plants considered here it is found that in fact 
only ten were validly published BEFORE the corresponding nomen conservandum. These names are: 
Adyseton Scopoli, Ambulia Lamarck, Benteca Scopoli, Bistella Scopoli, Fedia Scopoli, Laelia Persoon, 
Pongelion Scopoli, Prionitis Delarbre, Pseudobrasiliam Lamarck and Tournesolia Scopoli. The rest 
are all either junior synonyms or junior homonyms or else have not been validated at all. 

I have not felt it necessary to discuss the typification of the names which were never validated, 
although it is usually possible to determine on what they were based. These names are simply listed 
alphabetically. For the validated names I have usually provided a little more information, besides the 
evident validation date and the corrected author citation for the name, and the typification, to take 
account of consequential changes to the status of "later homonyms" or other names which become 
available following the rejection of the invalid names. More extensive notes are provided for some 
names which have a particularly complicated history. 

Adansonian nomina rejicienda which have never been validly published even with amended or- 
thography are Abumon; Adamaram (cited by Scopoli (1777, p. 327) as a synonym of Kniphofia Scopoli, 
[Combretaceae], non Kniphofia Moench, 1794, nom. cons.); Aembilla; Aristotela; Bellucia; Belou; 
Belutta-Kaka; Beverna; Brassavola; Carandas; Cephalotos; Cieca; Cleyera; Condea; Cunto; Daun- 
Contu; Deringa; Detris; Furera; Ghesambilla; Horiri; Huttum; Ilmu; Kajupati; Kalawael; Katoutheka 
(cited by Scopoli (1777, p. 14) as a synonym of Chiococca with a reference to H. Malab., but not to 
Adanson); Katoutsjeroe; Lanaria; Lass; Lindera; Listera; Malnaregam; Mondo; Nalagu; Notjo; Ouret; 
Palmafilix; Pelae; Pigafetta; Salken; Sophia; Tardavel; Tobira; Toulichiba; Vedela. 

Following is a list of unvalidated names which affect the status of homonyms, etc. 
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